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On that final day

it was the marching step that got to me
and now, when I walk, I can feel
my feet want to follow the drum.
So many footsteps walked in memory,
so many walked in service to their Queen.
Rosemary, myrtle and oak leaves
all ordinary but made extraordinary
in that devoted wreath upon the coffin,
symbolism to help a King grieve.

Sue Wallace-Shaddad
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Where There’s Love
The tree at the end of Autumn's bridleway
Amist-stained port
A bed with broken boards
Butcher's Alley as it was
That hollow in Great Yarmouth's cemetery
The treetops in winter, inked in by rooks
The River Wensum or an estuary heavy with mud
A garden in Moscow's heart
A new car, as they used to smell
That hollow tree in Hollow Ditch
The moment before I said "I do"
Gallows Corner or Aggie's Gaff
Eating minty peas under a storm-torn canopy
In a wilderness of weeds
In a red telephone box
By a Russian kiosk
Crying my eyes out at the station

There is always a station
Always walks through thorns in moonlight
Always rooks, wet ink, the rain
Always buttercups and endless skies

Rupert Mallin
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Tuesday Afternoon Rain
The pelting rain covers our passion

lets it flow full force,
the lust you always have on tap,

the love I have to call up,
often only answering

to special circumstance -
stone, trees, water, hunger,

my soul parched from busyness.
We sit in the front seat
at Castlerigg car park,

three cars and a small van
now empty of people.

Seasoned hikers have departed
sporting rucksacks, rain gear.

Two dogs lead elderly followers
at a pace.

At first I put my head on your lap,
an easy soft resting place,

as your fingers find paths, familiar
but un-travelled for too long.

The rain begins with delicate drops
barely touching each other,
feeling cool and welcome.

Then more and more and more until
sheets of rain curtain us,
permit our fire and flesh
the freedom of full flight,
preventing even a glimpse
by any stray passers-by.

For this great gift I thank the rain.
Kaaren Whitney
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For a Ripple of Laughter

A Tribute to Her Majesty the Queen.

The Monarch and her Millinery.
These verses are in praise of you,
With thoughts sincere and warm
And hoping they’d appeal, to
Your sense of humour, Ma’am.

Your charm and grace, your welcoming face
Your ever-ready smile,

Your regal voice, and then, of course
The hats you wore with style!

We all admired your grand attire,
In royal robes, and crowns,

Your ermine trains, and diamond chains,
And jewel encrusted gowns.

But for your daily round of tasks,
– Events of other kinds,

It is your wide array of hats,
That linger in our minds.

Designed to emphasise your face,
At functions, fetes, and tours

With matching frocks, and coats and gloves,
And handbags too, of course.
Of every colour and design,

Feathers and flowers, and bows,
Lemon and wine and tangerine,
And green and mauve and rose.
How radiantly they catch the eye,

With all the flowers that wreathe them,
But how much more, we all adore
Your dazzling smile beneath them.
And I for one, would love to see,
The hearse you’re driven off in,

Bedecked with hats, among the flowers,
That decorate your coffin.

And what will happen to them now
You can no longer wear them ?
All shut away, or on display,

With various groups to share them ?
You’re now proclaimed, through every realm,

Not just ‘Our Queen’ but ‘The Queen’,
Our hearts with sadness overwhelmed,

Your memory evergreen.
The widest fame, the longest reign,

Held in supreme renown,
So Hats Off, to Her Majesty,
Who graced the Royal Crown.

Christopher Reeve


